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Abstract: Various advanced catalysts based on sulfur-doped
Fe/N/C materials have recently been designed for the oxygen
reduction reaction (ORR); however, the enhanced activity is
still controversial and usually attributed to differences in the
surface area, improved conductivity, or uncertain synergistic
effects. Herein, a sulfur-doped Fe/N/C catalyst (denoted as Fe/
SNC) was obtained by a template-sacrificing method. The
incorporated sulfur gives a thiophene-like structure (C@S@C),
reduces the electron localization around the Fe centers,
improves the interaction with oxygenated species, and therefore
facilitates the complete 4 e@ ORR in acidic solution. Owing to
these synergistic effects, the Fe/SNC catalyst exhibits much
better ORR activity than the sulfur-free variant (Fe/NC) in
0.5 m H2SO4.

Proton

exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) are
considered as promising, clean, and highly efficient energy
systems to convert chemical energy directly into electrical
energy.[1] Technical limitations associated with the PEMFCs,
in particular the low oxygen reduction reaction (ORR)
activity of the cathode catalyst in acidic solution, have
proven to be a complicated bottleneck for their implementation.[2] Traditionally, platinum and alloys thereof have been
regarded as the best ORR catalysts;[3] however, the scarcity,
price, and low methanol crossover tolerance of Pt alloys have
motivated the search for cost-effective non-noble-metal
electrocatalysts,[4] such as those based on earth-abundant
transition-metal and nitrogen-codoped carbon materials (M/
N/C)[5] and metal-free heteroatom-doped carbon materials.[6]
Among them, Fe/N/C catalysts have emerged as one of
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rior methanol tolerance. Especially in alkaline media, high
activities were achieved on Fe/N/C catalysts, and the nature of
the active sites has been progressively disclosed in recent
studies.[7] In acidic media, however, Fe/N/C catalysts still
exhibit higher overpotentials and lower stabilities, despite
significant recent improvements.[8] These findings were
attributed to the different states of the active sites under
acidic and alkaline conditions. It has been suggested that the
iron center is not accessible as an active site in strongly
alkaline solutions.[9] Under alkaline conditions, the active sites
in the inner Helmholtz plane are all covered by adsorbed
hydroxy species (OHads acting as an outer-sphere bridge), and
solvated O2 is localized in the outer Helmholtz plane while
the Lewis basic HO2@ intermediates can be adsorbed and
immediately reduced to the 4 e@ product on Lewis acidic Fe2+
active sites.[10] Nonetheless, in acidic media, the ORR active
site is directly accessible to the reactant (O2, H+) and other
intermediate products (e.g., H2O2). In addition, the neutral
form of H2O2 negates its Lewis basic character and undermines its stabilization on Fe2+ active sites, facilitating the 2 e@
ORR pathway and generating H2O2.[7a]
To improve the efficiency, one viable strategy is to design
and regulate the structure of the catalyst to improve the
selectivity toward 4 e@ reduction of O2 by suppressing the
production of H2O2.[1] For example, S-doped Fe/N/C catalysts
exhibit better ORR activity than undoped Fe/N/C in acidic
electrolyte.[11] The enhanced ORR properties have been
ascribed to iron-containing active sites surrounded by sulfur
species;[12] however, the precise role of sulfur during the ORR
is still unclear. Herein, we designed a novel S-doped Fe/N/C
catalyst by a template casting procedure (see the Supporting,
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Scheme S1). Sublimed sulfur was introduced as the S precursor during the synthesis and finally doped into the carbon
skeleton to form thiophene-like structures (C@S@C). Furthermore, whereas in previous reports, heating a mixture of
iron and carbon precursors gave an Fe/N/C catalyst containing Fe/Fe3C (hard to be removed by acid),[13] with our new
strategy of pre-anchoring the Fe precursor on the template
(SBA-15) surface, only the acid-resistant Fe/N/C catalyst was
obtained after acid treatment. Although the C@S@C sites are
less active for the ORR in acidic media, they play an
important role in reducing the electron localization around
the Fe centers, and thereby lower the ORR activation barrier
on Fe/N/C. The observed synergistic effects between C@S@C
and Fe@N@C sites boost the ORR activity, as manifested by
a positive shift in the half-wave potential of 30 mV when
compared with the sulfur-free Fe/N/C counterpart.
The N2 adsorption–desorption isotherms (Figure S2 a) for
S-doped samples exhibit adsorbed volumes that are significantly larger than those of the sulfur-free samples and
decrease with Fe incorporation. The specific surface areas
also increased upon S doping. As listed in Table S1, SNC and
Fe/SNC showed specific surface areas of 1062 and 1031 m2 g@1,
respectively, whereas the sulfur-free N-doped carbon (NC)
and Fe/NC samples exhibited surface areas of only 705 and
525 m2 g@1, respectively. The type IV isotherm curves shown in
Figure S2 a present a clear hysteresis, implying the existence
of mesopores.[14] The relative pore size distribution (PSD) in
Figure S2 b was calculated with the Barrett–Joyner–Halenda
(BJH) method based on the desorption branches, confirming
the existence of mesopores with the diameters centered at
about 3.8 nm, in accordance with the wall thickness of SBA15[15] as a result of template replication.
Two broad peaks at about 25 and 4488 were observed in the
X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the as-prepared four
catalysts (Figure S3). Additionally, the Fe-containing Fe/NC
and Fe/SNC samples exhibited one more defined diffraction
peak at 26.888, which was assigned to the (002) plane of
graphitic carbon.[16] It is noteworthy that there are no
diffraction peaks related to Fe-based compounds, suggesting
that the Fe species are highly dispersed on the carbon
framework without any large nanoparticles.[5a, 17]
The morphology and structure of Fe/SNC were further
examined with an aberration-corrected scanning transmission
electron microscope (AC-STEM) equipped with an energydispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS). The TEM image of the
Fe/SNC catalyst in Figure 1 a indicates an inverse replicate of
the rod-like framework of SBA-15, with a highly ordered
mesoporous structure, similar to Fe/NC (labeled as FeN2/
NOMC-3 in previous work[17]). A number of bright spots in
the atomic range were observed in the high-angle annular
dark field (HAADF) mode (Figure 1 b), which were assigned
to the iron atoms. The EDS mappings (Figure 1 c–h) disclose
that the elements C, N, Fe, O, and S are homogeneously
distributed on the surface of the Fe/SNC.
The surface chemical state of these samples was further
analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS; Figure S4). The wide-range spectrum (Figure S4a) portrays the
presence of C, N, O, and F for all synthesized catalysts, where
the signal of fluorine originates from residues from the HF
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56, 13800 –13804
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Figure 1. a) TEM image of Fe/SNC. b, c) HAADF STEM images of Fe/
SNC. d–h) Carbon, oxygen, nitrogen, iron, and sulfur EDS mapping of
Fe/SNC over the area in (c).

etching process. After Fe introduction, a weak peak centered
at around 711 eV was observed for both Fe/NC and Fe/SNC
(Figure S4 b), which was attributed to Fe 2p in Fe@N@C
configuration.[18] The high-resolution S 2p spectra in Figure S4 c highlight two peaks at binding energies of 163.9 and
165 eV upon S doping, which were assigned to the S 2p3/2 and
S 2p1/2 states of thiophene-like structures (C@S@C).[11a] Correspondingly, no SOx@C peaks with higher binding energy
were observed.[19] Moreover, contrary to the composite before
carbonization (Figure S5), no metal–sulfur bonds were
detected for Fe/SNC in either the Fe 2p or S 2p spectra as
Fe-based sulfides, carbides, and oxides can be removed by HF
leaching.[20] Thus the sulfur is only incorporated into the
aromatic carbon structures, and the residual Fe is therefore
only coordinated by N,[17] as confirmed by the N 1s spectra in
Figure S4 d. The peaks at 398.3, 399.9, 401.0, and 403.0 eV in
the deconvoluted N 1s XPS spectra were attributed to
pyridinic (Py-N), pyrrolic (Pyr-N), graphite-like (G-like),
and oxidized (Py-N@O) nitrogen atoms, respectively.[18, 21] For
both Fe/NC and Fe/SNC with iron, a peak centered at around
399.1 eV was observed, attributed to iron-coordinated nitrogen (Fe@N)[22] as the pyridinic and pyrrolic nitrogen atoms can
associate with Fe to form the catalytically active Fe@N@C
sites.[23] The detail elemental analyses by XPS are summarized
in Table S2. The amount of N coordinated to Fe on Fe/SNC
samples was 0.34 at %, which is comparable to that of Fe/NC
(0.35 at %).
Mçssbauer spectroscopy was carried out to gain deeper
insight into the structure of Fe/SNC (Figure 2 a). Similar to
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Figure 2. a) 57Fe Mçssbauer spectra of 57Fe/SNC. b) Fourier transforms
of the EXAFS spectra of Fe/SNC.

our previous work,[17] the Mçssbauer spectrum of Fe/SNC was
fitted with three doublets assigned to Fe@N species, while no
other Fe-related phases (e.g., Fe, FexC, FexO, FexS) were
observed, indicating that the Fe atoms are only coordinated
by N atoms. The corresponding fitting parameters and the
relative peak areas for the catalysts are summarized in
Table S3. As a sensitive characterization method to identify
non-crystalline species, extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) spectra were recorded at the Fe K-edge to
further explore the coordination environment of iron (Figure 2 b). The Fe/SNC material showed a single well-resolved
peak at 1.7 c, which was assigned to the Fe@N distance. After
fitting the profile using the IFEFFIT package, an average
coordination number (N) of about 2.0 was obtained
(Table S4), similar to that of the Fe/NC sample. These results
confirm the consistent environment of the atomically dispersed FeN2 sites, and demonstrate that the sulfur doping has
minimal or no effect towards the Fe@N@C structure. With
advances of the pristine configuration, it is possible to
understand the effect of different ORR active sites, that is,
the effect of Fe@N@C and C@S@C without interference of Fe/
FexC.
Next, the ORR activity of the as-synthesized materials
was investigated by linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) in
alkaline media (0.1m KOH). Compared with NC in Figure S6 a, the steady-state diffusion current density and halfwave potential (E1/2) both increase for the SNC and Fe/CN
samples owing to the greater number of active sites (C@S@C
and FeN2).[11b, 24] The SNC exhibits a half-wave potential (E1/2)
of 0.79 V, and the E1/2 value of Fe/NC is about 0.86 V, which
corresponds to a positive shift of 30 mV compared to that of
commercial Pt/C (0.83 V). In comparison to Fe/NC, Fe/SNC
shows an enhanced steady-state diffusion current density with
a similar E1/2. The kinetic currents at different potentials are
calculated by the equation Jk = JL·J/(JL@J), as presented in
Figure S6 b. Accordingly, the ORR is more efficient on Fe@
N@C than on C@S@C as the Jk value of Fe/NC is one order of
magnitude higher than that of SNC. After codoping with Fe
and S, the Jk value of Fe/SNC is a little bit larger than that of
Fe/NC, and equal to the sum of the Jk values of SNC and Fe/
NC. It is suggested that each C@S@C and Fe@N@C active site
in the Fe/SNC hybrid works separately, and no synergistic
effects are observed in alkaline solution as the active centers
are not directly accessible[9] because the inner Helmholtz
plane is fully covered by adsorbed hydroxy species (OHads
does not block charge transfer but acts as a bridge to facilitate
the charge transfer) in strongly alkaline solution.[7a, 25]
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The ORR activity in acidic medium is significantly more
important owing to the possible application of these catalysts
in acidic proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs).[1]
The as-prepared catalysts and a benchmark Pt/C catalyst were
studied by cyclic voltammetry (CV) in 0.5 m H2SO4 solution
(Figure S7). In contrast to the featureless CV curves collected
in N2-saturated electrolyte, the CV curves revealed maximum
peak potentials of 0.62 V, 0.68 V, and 0.78 V for Fe/NC, Fe/
SNC, and Pt/C, respectively, in O2-saturated electrolyte. Their
ORR activities were further compared by polarization curves
recorded in O2-saturated 0.5 m H2SO4. From Figure 3 a, it is
clear that S doping enhances the catalytic activity for the
ORR as the JL and E1/2 values on SNC are 4.8 mA cm@2 and
0.65 V, and thus much higher than those observed on NC. The
Fe/SNC catalyst exhibited a half-wave potential of 0.77 V,
which is about 30 mV more positive than that of sulfur-free
Fe/NC (0.74 V), and only 50 mV more negative than that on
commercial Pt/C (0.82 V). These results indicate that the
prepared Fe/SNC is one of the most active Fe-based electrocatalysts for the ORR under acidic conditions compared with
the recent state-of-the-art non-noble metal catalysts listed in
Table S5. The high ORR activity of the iron-containing
catalysts is also supported by the Tafel slope shown in
Figure 3 b. Fe/SNC and Fe/NC display Tafel slopes of
57 mV decade@1 at low overpotentials, close to the value of
58 mV decade@1 of the Pt/C catalyst, and much smaller than
that over NC (102 mV decade@1) or SNC (84 mV decade@1).
To quantitatively compare the intrinsic activities, the kinetic
currents were calculated through the Koutecky–Levich equation (Figure 3 c). Unlike the kinetic current in 0.1m KOH, the
Jk value of Fe/SNC under acidic conditions is much larger
than the sum of those of the Fe/NC and SNC samples,
implying the existence of synergistic effects between the Fe@
N@C and C@S@C sites.
The Damjanovic model is commonly used for the evaluation of the ORR, which contains the following pathways: 1) A
direct pathway involving 4 e@ , 2) a sequential or peroxide

Figure 3. a) ORR polarization curves, b) Tafel plots, and c) kinetic
current density of the as-synthesized catalysts in O2-saturated 0.5 m
H2SO4 solution at a scan rate of 10 mVs@1. d) Relative current–time
profiles (top) and chronoamperometric responses of different catalysts
in 0.5 m H2SO4 before and after addition of 0.5 m methanol (bottom).
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pathway involving the 2 e@ reduction of O2 to H2O2 and
further H2O2 reduction in another 2 e@ process, and 3) a
parallel pathway combining 1 and 2.[10, 26] The sulfur doping of
the carbon framework is suggested to improve the selectivity
towards the 4 e@ reduction of O2 into H2O on Fe@N@C, which
was further supported by a rotating ring disk electrode
(RRDE) test (Figure S8). Based on the recorded data (Figure S8 a) and the ring current (Figure S8 b), the yield of H2O2
over the potential range from 0.7 to 0.4 V on Fe/SNC is below
6 % (Figure S8 c), giving an electron transfer number of about
3.9 (Figure S8 d). On the sulfur-free Fe/NC catalyst, however,
the yield of H2O2 increased to 8 % and the electron transfer
number decreased to 3.85. The structure and density of the
Fe@N@C active sites are similar on both Fe/SNC and Fe/NC,
as confirmed by Mçssbauer spectroscopy, EXAFS, and XPS.
Therefore, the declining yield of H2O2 can be ascribed to the
enhanced adsorption and further reduction of H2O2 on Fe/
SNC caused by synergistic effects of the doped sulfur.
Ab initio theoretical computations were performed to
investigate the synergistic effects observed on our Fe/SNC
electrocatalyst. Spin-polarized DFT calculations were used to
investigate how the addition of sulfur reduces the H2O2
production and favors the 4 e@ ORR pathway. According to
our experimental results, the iron atoms are coordinated to
two nitrogen atoms via Fe@N2 configuration and mostly
located at the graphene edges. In this way, the Fe/CN moiety
is located at the edge of a zigzag graphene nanoribbon, and
the iron coordination sphere is completed with hydroxy
groups. The optimized structures are shown in Figures 4 a, b
and S9. The position of the sulfur atom was varied along the
zigzag edge, resulting in three systems labeled Fe/SNC-2.4,
Fe/SNC-4.9, and Fe/SNC-7.3, where the numbers indicate the

Figure 4. a) Optimized geometry of the Fe/SNC-7.3 system; the
dashed circle indicates the reactive site. b) Free energy diagram for the
Fe/NC and Fe/SNC systems during the ORR under acidic conditions
at an equilibrium potential of U0 = 1.23 V. The largest change in free
energy determines the limiting step and overpotential.
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2017, 56, 13800 –13804
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Fe@S distance in c. The ORR was studied using the
associative mechanism at the Fe atom under acidic conditions.
The free energy and ORR overpotential were determined by
using the CHE model[27] (Figure 4 b and Tables S6 and S8).
The theoretical results indicate that the presence of sulfur
does not directly benefit the ORR on Fe/SNC-2.4 and Fe/
SNC-4.9, which exhibit similar or larger overpotentials than
sulfur-free Fe/CN, which is seen as a larger change in free
energy in Figure 4 b. However, its truly beneficial effect was
observed when a sulfur atom was located at least 7.3 c away
from the iron center (Fe/SNC-7.3), which caused a decrease of
about 40 % in the overpotential compared with the Fe/CN
system (Table S6). The enhanced ORR performance for the
Fe/SNC-7.3 was attributed to the position of the sulfur atom,
which reduces the electron localization around the Fe center
and improves the interaction with oxygenated species owing
to the larger availability of electronic states around the Fermi
level (Figure S10). Similar results have been observed for
phosphorus/nitrogen-codoped graphene.[28] In particular, the
strong interaction with *O2 and the *OOH intermediates, and
therefore lower activation barriers according to the
Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi principle,[29] facilitates the complete
4 e@ ORR and reduces the H2O2 production. Moreover, the
adsorption energy of H2O2 exhibits a similar trend, and Fe/
SNC-7.3 has the largest adsorption energy (Table S7), indicating its capability of completing H2O2 reduction if necessary. The trend observed theoretically agrees with our
experimental observations where the Fe/SNC catalyst exhibited enhanced ORR performance. However, the discrepancy
with the experimental observations under alkaline and acidic
conditions must arise from changes in the oxygen coverage,
solvent reorganization, and electrical double layer effects,
factors that were not considered in our theoretical model.
The resistance to methanol crossover and their lifecycle
are of particular importance for PEMFCs. Here, the durability of the catalysts was assessed by chronoamperometric
measurements in O2-saturated 0.5 m H2SO4 solution at
a potential of 0.68 V. After 3000 s, the commercial Pt/C
catalyst suffered a 12 % loss of its initial current density,
whereas the Fe/SNC exhibited a decrease of 14 % (Figure 3 d,
top), demonstrating a stability comparable to that of Pt/C in
acidic solution. On the other hand, having the crossover
effects in mind,[1] the methanol tolerance was investigated by
instantaneously adding 0.5 m methanol during the chronoamperometric measurement (Figure 3 d, bottom). After the
addition of methanol, as oxygen preferentially adsorbs on
Fe@N@C sites,[30] only a slight oscillation in the ORR current
was observed, implying a great tolerance to methanol. In
contrast, the ORR current of the commercial Pt/C catalyst
significantly decreased to 75 % after methanol injection.
In summary, we have synthesized a sulfur-doped Fe/N/C
electrocatalyst (Fe/SNC) by a template casting method to
produce high-density atomically dispersed Fe@N@C sites that
outperforms commercial Pt/C for the ORR in alkaline
solutions. Synergistic effects between C@S@C and Fe@N@C
sites remarkably boost its ORR activity in acidic media
because the C@S@C active sites assist the reduction of
intermediate H2O2. The obtained Fe/SNC catalyst has
a high half-wave potential of 0.77 V towards the ORR with
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superior methanol tolerance and Pt/C-comparable stability.
This study improves our understanding of the effect of
different ORR active sites in alkaline and acidic media. The
outstanding characteristics of our earth-abundant transitionmetal Fe/SNC catalyst make it a promising candidate for
PEMFC applications.
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